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Housekeeping 

• All phones will be automatically muted upon 
entering the meeting. Please also place your 
phone on mute if that feature is available 
to you.

• WebEx technical support can be reached at 
800.508.8758, or you can press *0 to speak 
with an operator.

• Please submit questions through the Q&A function 
on your screen. Questions will be addressed at the 
end of 
the presentation.

• To download a copy of the presentation, click File 
> Save As > Document, and select PDF 
as the file type.
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CPE Details

• CPE Credit
• Login individually to the WebEx session
• Successfully complete 3 of the 4 polling questions

• NO CPE Credit
• Fail to successfully complete 3 of the 4 polling questions
• Viewing a recording of this session (CPE is only awarded for live sessions)

• Upon completion of this program you will receive: 
• Evaluations
• Sent within 48 hours

• Your feedback is important
• CPE certificate of completion 
• E-mailed within two weeks of upon successfully passing this program
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Agenda

• Core principles of the new standard

• Specific considerations for Food and Commodities 
companies

• Bill and hold / warehousing arrangements
• Variable consideration
• Customer acceptance provisions
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Objectives

As a result of participating in this session, you should 
be able to: 

• Discuss the implications of the new standard on the 
Food and Commodities industry

• Identify the 5 steps in applying the new revenue 
recognition standard

• Evaluate performance obligations in contracts with 
customers

• Identify contracts with variable consideration
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Core Principles of the New Standard
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Core Principles of the New Standard

• The new standard outlines the principles an entity must apply 
to measure and recognize revenue.

• The core principle is that an entity will recognize revenue at 
an amount that reflects the consideration to which the entity 
expects to be entitled in exchange for transferring goods or 
services to a customer.

• The principles in the new standards will be applied using the 
following five steps
1. Identify the contract(s) with a customer
2. Identify the performance obligations in the contract
3. Determine the transaction price
4. Allocate the transaction price to the performance 

obligations in the contract
5. Recognize revenue when (or as) the entity satisfies a 

performance obligation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Scott discussed in the general session, the new standard outlines the principles an entity must apply to measure and recognize revenue. The core principle is that an entity will recognize revenue at an amount that reflects the consideration to which the entity expects to be entitled in exchange for transferring goods or services to a customer.In summary the new standard will be applied using the following five steps: 1. Identify the contract(s) with a customer 2. Identify the performance obligations in the contract 3. Determine the transaction price 4. Allocate the transaction price to the performance obligations in the contract 5. Recognize revenue when (or as) the entity satisfies a performance obligation As you can see, the 5 steps in the new standard are somewhat similar to the 4 revenue recognition criteria that we currently use today. Entities will need to exercise judgment when applying these 5 steps and will have to apply the requirements of the new standards consistently to contracts with similar characteristics and in similar circumstances. The FASB has provided more than 60 examples in the new standard to illustrate how an entity might apply the new guidance. 
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Step 1: Identify the contract(s) with the customer

• To apply the model, an entity must first identify the contract, or 
contracts, to provide goods and services to customers. 

• Any contracts that create enforceable rights and obligations fall within 
the scope of the new guidance. 

• Such contracts may be written, oral or implied by the entity’s 
customary business practice. 

• Food and Commodities entities enter into a large number of 
contracts, many of which have similar terms and conditions.  Use of a 
practical expedient is permitted.  

• The guidance allows for application to a portfolio of contracts or performance 
obligations with similar characteristics.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 1 is to identify contracts with the customer. The FASB introduces the concept of an agreement that is implied by the organization’s customary business practices. It is important to note that an agreement does not have to be written and can even be implied if typical within the industry.  As you are going through your implementation of the new standard you do consider performance obligations that are implied by customary business practices.  It is also important to note that in most cases, a purchase or sales order would be considered a contract.Entities in this industry enter into a large number of contracts, whether they are forward sales contracts or sales orders.  Many of the contracts have similar terms and conditions.  Under the guidance an entity can utilize a portfolio approach if it reasonably expects that the effects of applying a this approach would not differ materially from the effects of considering each contract or performance obligation individually.  When utilizing this approach an entity should consider what types of contracts have similar terms.  Grouping could be based on product specifications, pricing structure, destination, or customer base.  Commodity dealers may need to analyze contracts for which final settlement is based on destination weights and grades separately from contracts based on origin weights and grade.  Similarly, unpriced sales contracts may need to be analyzed separately from fixed price sales contracts.  Additionally, contracts for export sales may need to be analyzed separately from domestic sales.  
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Step 2: Identify the performance obligations in the contract

• To apply the new guidance, an entity must identify the promised goods 
and services within the contract and determine which of those goods and 
services are separate, or distinct, performance obligations (i.e., the unit 
of account for purposes of applying the standard). 

• Entities are not required to evaluate if goods and services are 
immaterial to the customer

Promised goods and services
• Promised goods or services in a contract may be identified explicitly in 

the contract
• Or, they may be implied by the entity’s customary business practices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 2 is to identify separate and distinct performance obligations.  A good or service is considered distinct when the good or service is capable of being distinct and the good or service is distinct within the context of the contract.The focus here is really is on the customer’s point of view – the customer must be able to benefit from the good or service on its own or with other resources that are readily available.  In addition, this is NOT limited to goods or services explicitly stated in the contract.  You will need to also consider implicit performance obligations.  Within the food and commodity industry, most contracts are to provide a product to a customer whether it be a raw commodity, food ingredients, or finished goods.  However, arrangements do exist in which an entity provides a service in conjunction with the good.  An example would be a bill and hold or warehousing arrangement.  In these arrangements, an entity sells the customer a product, relinquishes control, but stores the product in its warehouse for a specified period of time.  This would be an example of two performance obligations under one contract.  We will walk through an example later in the presentation.  
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Step 3: Determine the transaction price

• The transaction price is based on the amount to which the entity 
expects to be “entitled.” 

• The concept of variable consideration has now been introduced

• This amount is meant to reflect the amount that the entity has rights 
to under the present contract. 

• The “revenue constraint”

• The transaction price does not include the following:
• Estimates of consideration from future change orders for additional 

goods 
and services.

• Amounts collected on behalf of another party, such as sales taxes. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 3 is to determine the transaction price and perhaps the biggest change from current practice. The transaction price is the amount that the seller expects to be entitled for transferring goods and services.  In addition, the concept of variable consideration has been introduced.  Variable consideration includes items such as rebates, coupons, right of return, unpriced sales, and sales based on destination weights and grades.  Variable consideration will need to be calculated using one of two methods and must be updated at each reporting date. The expected value is the sum of probability-weighted amounts in a range of possible consideration amounts. The most likely amount is the single most likely amount in a range of possible consideration amounts. The most likely amount should only be used when there are only 2 possible outcomes (i.e. the customer either achieves the goal or it does not). If it is probable that there will be a significant reversal in the amount of cumulative revenue recognized, revenue should be deferred.  This is known as the revenue constraint. Consideration included in the transaction price should be constrained to the extent that it is probable that a significant reversal in the amount of cumulative revenue recognized will not occur. Once the uncertainty is resolved, revenue can be recognized.  Most entities in this industry have various forms of variable consideration and have been accounting this already.  The key is to evaluate the current accounting and whether or not the current policy is in compliance with the new standard.   We will walk through a couple examples of variable consideration later in the presentation.
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Step 4: Allocate the transaction price to the performance 
obligations in the contract

• Once the separate performance obligations are identified and the 
transaction price has been determined, the standard requires an 
entity to allocate the transaction price to the performance obligations. 

• Generally, this is done in proportion to their standalone selling prices 
(i.e., on a relative standalone selling price basis). 

• As a result, any discount within the contract generally is allocated 
proportionally to all of the separate performance obligations in 
the contract.

• There are some exceptions: 
• An entity could allocate variable consideration to a single 

performance obligation in some situations. 
• Also, an entity could allocate any discount in a contract to only 

certain performance obligations, if specified criteria are met. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 4 is to allocate the transaction price to the performance obligations. This step is going to be easy if you have one performance obligation.  Complexities will arise when there are multiple performance obligations and the amount expected to be received is allocated based on the relative stand-alone selling prices. This is a concept similar to the current multiple element revenue recognition guidance we currently use today.When a purely observable stand-alone selling price is not available, methods of estimating the stand-alone selling price include (but are not limited to) an adjusted market assessment, the expected cost plus a margin, or the residual approach.The residual approach can only be used if (1) the entity sells the same good or service to different customers for highly variable selling prices or (2) the entity has not yet established a price for the good or service.This allocation is made at the inception of the contract and is not subsequently adjusted for changes in the stand-alone selling prices. Changes to the contract price that change subsequent to the inception of the contract  (for example due to the resolution of uncertain events or circumstances) should be allocated to the performance obligations in the contract on the same basis that was used at the contract’s inception. For the Food and Commodity industry, most contracts with customers will be to provide a good at point in time.  However, it will be important to review your contracts to confirm you have identified all performance obligations.  We will walk through a couple examples of bill and hold and warehousing arrangements shortly to address the allocation of transaction price to multiple performance obligations in a single contract.
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Step 5: Recognize revenue when (or as) the entity satisfies a 
performance obligation

• An entity recognizes revenue only when it satisfies an identified performance 
obligation by transferring a promised good or service to a customer. 

• A good or service is considered to be transferred when the customer obtains 
control. 

• Recognizing revenue upon a transfer of control is a different approach from the 
“risks and rewards” model that currently exists in today’s guidance. 

• Control of an asset refers to the ability to direct the use of and obtain substantially 
all of the remaining benefits from the asset. 

• Control also means the ability to prevent other entities from directing the use of, 
and receiving the benefit from, a good or service. 

• An entity must determine at contract inception whether it will transfer control of a 
promised good or service over time. 
• If an entity does not satisfy a performance obligation over time, the performance 

obligation is satisfied at a point in time. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, step 5 is to recognize revenue as an entity satisfies a performance obligation, which is based on control. Control of an asset refers to the ability to direct the use of and obtain substantially all of the remaining benefits from the asset. It is important to note that the concept of transfer of control is different and much broader than the previous guidance in U.S. GAAP that focused on the transfer of the risks and rewards of ownership. The timing of revenue recognition could change for some transactions as a result of this change in focus.It will be important to obtain a deep understanding of contract terms in order to determine when control is transferred to a customer.  As we work through the standard with current clients, three areas of focus have arisen in which this timing will vary:Domestic sales from company owned warehousesDirect ship sales from third party warehousesExport sales For domestic shipments does this occur when the product leaves your facility, or does it occur when the product is received at your customer’s facility. For direct shipments an entity will need to consider at which point in time it has fulfilled its obligation to its customer.  Does that occur when the third party warehouse ships the goods or when the customer receives the product, or somewhere in between? Export sales are common in the industry.   It will be important to identify the point in time in which you have fulfilled your obligation to customers.  The timing of transferring control may vary depending on whether the transaction is structured using letters of credit or provisional payments.  The key will be determining at which point in time the customer has control over the goods.  
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Polling Question #1

What is not one of the five steps of the new revenue 
recognition model?

A. Allocate the transaction price to performance obligations.

B. Identify contracts with a customer

C. Determine if collection is probable

D. Recognize revenue as performance obligations are 
satisfied

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Correct answer is C. 
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Specific Considerations for Food and 
Commodities
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Bill-and-hold / warehousing arrangements

• A bill-and-hold/warehousing arrangement is a contract under which an entity 
bills a customer for a product but retains physical possession of the product until 
it is transferred to the customer in the future.

• Current accounting allows for revenue recognition before delivery has occurred, if certain 
criteria are met

• Under the new standard, an entity will recognize revenue when it satisfies a 
performance obligation by transferring a product to the customer, with transfer 
considered to have occurred when the customer has control of the product.

• The key consideration for revenue recognition under the new standard is determining 
when a customer has control of the product. 

• “Control of a product” refers to the ability to direct the use of, and obtain substantially all 
the remaining benefits from, the product (or the ability to prevent other entities from 
doing the same).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bill-and-hold arrangements (or warehousing arrangements) are  common in the Food and Commodity industry.    A bill-and-hold arrangement is a contract under which an entity bills a customer for a product but retains physical possession of the product until it is transferred to the customer in the future.   For a dealer in commodities, these are referred to as warehouse receipts.  Current accounting allows for revenue recognition before delivery has occurred, as long as certain criteria are met.Under the new standard, revenue recognition is triggered by the satisfaction of a performance obligation through the transfer of a product to the customer.  This may sound as if delivery to the customer is required for the transfer of a product to occur, but as previously discussed by Glen, transfer is considered to occur when the customer has control, which does not necessarily have to equate to delivery.The key consideration in recognizing revenue under the new standard is determining when a customer has control of the product.  
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Bill-and-hold / warehousing arrangements (Continued)

• Transfer-of-control indicators (under the new standard)
• Entity has the right to payment for the product
• Customer has legal title to the product

• If an entity retains legal title soley as a protection against the customer’s failure to pay, the entity’s 
rights would not preclude the customer from obtaining control of the product.

• Customer has a the significant risks and rewards of ownership of the product
• Customer has accepted the asset

• Additional criteria for bill-and-hold / warehousing transfer of control (under the 
new standard)

• Reason for the arrangement must be substantive (for example, customer requested the 
arrangement)

• Product must be identified separately as belonging to the customer
• Product must be ready for physical transfer to the customer
• Entity must not have the ability to use the product or to direct it to another customer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Under the new standard, there are four indicators of transfer of control: The entity has the right to payment for the product; The customer has legal title to the product.  However, it is important to note that if an entity retains legal title soley as a protection against the customer’s failure to pay, the entity’s rights would not preclude the customer from obtaining control of the productThe Customer has the significant risks and rewards of ownership of the productThe Customer has accepted the productThere are additional criteria under the new standard for bill-and-hold transactions that should also be considered. The reason for the arrangement must be substantive (for example, the customer requested the arrangement)The product must be identified separately as belonging to the customerThe product must be ready for physical transfer to the customerThe entity must not have the ability to use the product or to direct it to another customer
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Bill-and-hold / warehousing arrangements (Continued)

• Current standards compared with new standard
• Current standards include certain different or additional criteria for public and nonpublic 

entities. The new standard and all related criteria will be equally applicable to both public 
and nonpublic entities.

• The previously discussed transfer-of-control indicators and additional criteria under the
new standard are not substantially different from the guidance currently followed by
entities in accounting for bill-and-hold / warehousing arrangements.

• However, evaluation of previous conclusions (and policy documentation) and reconsideration of the
terms of all bill-and-hold / warehousing contracts with customers in light of the new standard criteria
are strongly recommended to ensure compliance and proper application of the new standard.

• An area for possible change from current practices is the consideration of remaining
performance obligations that is required under the new standard.

• An agreement to store the customer’s product on an entity’s premises until a time specified in the
contract is a common situation under bill-and-hold / warehousing arrangements and, under the new
standard, will result in the need to evaluate whether a separate performance obligation exists.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Current accounting has several criteria to be met in order to recognize revenue in bill-and-hold transactions.  We just discussed several criteria under the new standard that probably sound very familiar to those under the current standard.  So you may be wondering what has changed and what new considerations are there?First, current accounting has different criteria for public and non-public entities.  The criteria under the new standard will be equally applicable to both public and non-public entities.  Second, the criteria under the new standard and the current criteria are not substantially different.  So many entities will have already addressed the criteria for bill-and-hold revenue recognition and may not experience any changes at all under the new standard.  However, evaluation of previous conclusions and reconsideration of the terms of all bill-and-hold contracts with customers in light of the new standard criteria, is strongly recommended to ensure compliance and proper application of the new standard.   For example, a re-evaluation of the previous criteria such as the customer having legal title to the product vs. the new criteria for a customer having control of the product may result in an entity questioning whether their previous revenue recognition policy is appropriate under the new standard.Finally, an area for possible change from current practice is the consideration of remaining performance obligations that is required under the new standard.  The very nature of a bill-and-hold transaction might give rise to a separate performance obligation that would require different accounting under the new standard.  An agreement to store the customer’s product on an entity’s premises until a time specified in the contract is a common situation under bill-and-hold arrangements and, under the new standard, will result in the need to evaluate whether a separate performance obligation exists.
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Bill-and-hold / warehousing arrangements (continued)

• Performance obligations for custodial or warehousing services

• Step two requirement for identifying a separate performance obligation that is distinct

• Criteria for distinct performance obligations
• Customer must be able to benefit from the good or service on its own
• Good or service must be a separable

• Likely to conclude that both criteria are met in a typical bill-and-hold/warehousing
arrangement

• Customer can benefit from warehousing service by not having to incur inventory holding or storage
costs if the product were in its possession. Also, difficult to conclude that the customer does not
benefit since the customer will likely have requested such arrangement.

• Since control of the product would be with the customer, most bill-and-hold /warehousing contracts
would include some reference to how and where the product will be stored until delivery is made.
Further, step one clarifies that a contract with a customer does not have to be written but rather may
be oral or implied by customary business practices.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In essentially all bill-and-hold transactions, an entity will provide some kind of custodial or warehousing service for the customer.  This separate performance obligation for warehousing services should be assessed as required under Step 2 of the new standard to determine if it is distinct.  If determined to be distinct, Steps 3 – 5 would then be applied.An entity will likely conclude that both criteria are met in a typical bill-and-hold arrangement because:The Customer can benefit from the warehousing service by not having to incur inventory holding or storage costs that would exist if the product were in its possession. Also, its difficult to conclude that the customer does not benefit because the customer will have requested such an arrangement.Since control of the product would be with the customer, most bill-and-hold contracts would include some reference to how and where the product will be stored until delivery is made.  Further, step one clarifies that a contract with a customer does not have to be written but rather may be oral or implied by customary business practices.
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Bill-and-hold / warehousing arrangements

• Example 1:

• Consider a corn processor that has enough on site storage capacity to stock 1 week’s worth of corn for 
processing.  The corn processor wants be able to control the flow of its raw ingredients for 3 months 
worth of processing.  Therefore the corn processor purchases 3 months of corn in advance and stores 
the corn at the grain terminal’s facility.  The contract terms between the grain terminal and the corn 
processor provide for a fixed price on the purchase of the corn and a fixed storage rate per bushel per 
month.  

• What performance obligations does the grain terminal have as a result of this transaction?
1. Transfer control of a specified quantity of corn
2. Store the corn at it’s own facilities for a specified period of time

• Should the grain terminal recognize revenue at a point in time or over a period of time for each 
performance obligation?

1. Revenue for the first obligation would be recognized when control is transferred (point in time)
2. Revenue for the storage obligation would be recognized as the storage service is provided

• How is the transaction price for each performance obligation determined?
• The contract specifies the price for each performance obligation in this example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example, Consider a corn processor that has enough onsite storage capacity to stock 1 week’s worth of corn for processing.  The corn processor wants be able to control the flow of its raw ingredients for 3 months worth of processing.  Therefore the corn processor purchases 3 months of corn in advance from a grain terminal and stores the corn at the grain terminal’s facility. The contract terms between the grain terminal and the corn processor provide for a fixed price on the purchase of the corn and a fixed storage rate per bushel per month.  Under this example, the grain terminal must determine its performance obligations, determine whether the performance obligations will be satisfied at a point in time or over a period of time, and the transaction price for each performance obligation. In this example, the grain terminal has two performance obligations.  1) transfer control of a stated corn quantity and 2) store the corn at its own facilities for a specified period of time.  Revenue from the sale of the corn will be recognized at the point in time that control has transferred to the customer.  The warehousing revenue will be recognized as earned over the months stored.  The contract terms in this example specifically set a price for each performance obligation.  It is important to note that the prices specified in a contract may not necessarily be the prices used in the allocation of revenue to the performance obligations.  This leads us into our next example.
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Bill-and-hold / warehousing arrangements

• Example 2:

• Assume the same facts as previous example except that the contract terms between the grain terminal 
and the corn processor provide for a fixed price on the purchase of the corn; however, is silent as to a 
price for the warehousing obligation.  The grain terminal states that in the past the two parties have 
verbally agreed that the corn processor will pay a fixed price above posted bid prices in order to 
compensate the grain terminal for the warehousing service it provides.  

• What performance obligations does the grain terminal have as a result of this transaction?
• Performance obligations are the same as example 1

• Should the grain terminal recognize revenue at a point in time or over a period of time for each 
performance obligation?

• Timing of revenue recognition will be the same as example 1

• How is the transaction price for each performance obligation determined?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the second example, assume the same facts as the previous example except that the contract terms between the grain terminal and the corn processor provide for a fixed price on the purchase of the corn; however, are silent as to a price for the warehousing serviceThe grain terminal states that they have a verbal agreement with the corn processor in which the corn processor agrees to pay a price in excess of  normal market prices to compensate for the warehousing service.  In this example, the grain terminal has the same performance obligations as in example 1 and the timing of revenue recognition for each performance obligation remains the same.  The transaction price for each performance obligation in this example, will need to be determined because the grain terminal has indicated that they sell the corn at a higher price than normal posted prices in order to be compensated for the storage service provided.  The grain terminal has posted sales prices and posted storage rates on the date the contract was entered.  These prices and rates will be used to allocate the transaction price to each performance obligation.   This is an example of when the contract terms don’t necessarily reflect how the revenue should be recognized.  
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Polling Question #2

Which of the following statements is true related to bill-and-hold 
arrangements under the new standard?

A. Revenue recognition on bill-and-hold arrangements is prohibited 
under the new standard.

B. The criteria to be met to allow for revenue recognition are 
completely different under the new standard compared with 
current standards.

C. The criteria to be met to allow for revenue recognition are exactly 
the same under the new standard compared with current 
standards, and no evaluation is needed to ensure compliance 
with the new standard.

D. Consideration of remaining performance obligations in a bill-and-
hold arrangement is a new requirement under the new standard.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving along to our next polling question – Which of the following statements is true related to bill-and-hold arrangements under the new standard?Correct answer is D. - Consideration of remaining performance obligations in a bill-and-hold arrangement is a new requirement under the new standard.
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Variable consideration

• Variable consideration relates to contracts where a portion of the transaction 
price could vary because of the contract terms. Variable consideration normally 
arises from factors such as:

• Unpriced sale pricing structure
• Final settlement based on destination weights and grades
• Rebates
• Coupons
• Discounts
• Other incentives

• Variable consideration is only recognized as revenue when the related 
performance obligation is satisfied and the company has determined that it is 
probable that there will not be a significant reversal of revenue in future periods.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we are going to take a look at variable consideration.  Remember I previously mentioned, that step 3 will be to determine the transaction price which is the amount to which an entity expects to be entitled.Variable consideration relates to contracts where a portion of the transaction price could vary because of the contract terms. Variable consideration normally arises from factors such as, Unpriced sales, settlements based on destination weights and grades, rebates, Coupons, Discounts, and Other incentivesVariable consideration is recognized as revenue when the related performance obligation is satisfied and to the extent that the company has determined that it is probable that there will not be a significant reversal of revenue in future periods
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Variable consideration (continued)

• The amount of variable consideration included in a contract must be estimated at 
the contract inception, and the estimate should be updated at each reporting 
date. Estimated variable consideration shall be either of the following:

• The expected value – the sum of the probability-weighted amounts in a range of possible 
amounts

• The most likely amount – the single most likely amount in a range of possible 
consideration amounts

• The method considered the better predictor of the amount of consideration to 
which the entity will be entitled should be used consistently throughout the 
contract.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The amount of variable consideration included in a contract must be estimated at the contract inception, and the estimate should be updated at each reporting date. Estimated variable consideration shall be either the expected value or the most likely amount and should be consistently applied throughout the contract.
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Variable consideration (continued)

Variable consideration constraint

• Consideration included in the transaction price should be constrained to the extent that it 
is probable that a significant reversal in the amount of cumulative recognized revenue will 
occur when uncertainties associated with the variable consideration are eventually 
resolved. 

• Consider both the likelihood and the magnitude of a revenue reversal.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consideration included in the transaction price should be constrained to the extent that it is probable that a significant reversal in the amount of cumulative recognized revenue will occur when uncertainties associated with the variable consideration are eventually resolved.   Indicators that increase the likelihood or magnitude of a revenue reversal might include the following:The amount of consideration is highly susceptible to factors outside the entity’s influence such as market volatility, weather, regulatory factorsThe uncertainty about the amount of the consideration is not expected to be resolved for a long period of time.The entity has limited experience with similar types of contracts, or its experience has limited predictive value.The entity has a practice of offering a broad range of price concessions or changing payment terms and conditions in similar circumstances for similar contracts.There is a large number and broad range of possible consideration amounts
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Variable consideration (continued)

Example 1:

• Coupon programs are common in the Food industry.

• A ketchup manufacturer sells 100 cases (10 bottles per case) of ketchup to a 
grocery store for $3,000, and simultaneously issues coupons for $1 discount per 
bottle.  Control of the product transfers to the grocery store when it is received at 
the grocery store.  The ketchup manufacturer will need to estimate the amount of 
variable consideration associated with the coupons.  

• How should the company account for this coupon program –
• Scenario 1: Assume ketchup manufacturer has past experience running coupon programs 

at this same grocery store and therefore has historical data for similar coupons at this 
grocery store, which indicates  that 75 percent of the coupons will be redeemed. 

• Scenario 2: Assume the ketchup manufacturer is offering the coupon program at a new 
grocery store in a new geography.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets look at a practical example which is very common in the industry with coupons.  We have a very simple situation in which a ketchup manufacturer sells 1,000 bottles of ketchup to a grocery store and provides a $1 discount per bottle on ketchup sold at the grocery store.   In Scenario 1, the Company estimates, based on historical performance, that 75% of the coupons will be redeemed.  A 1 dollar discount on 1,000 bottles of ketchup equates to $1,000 of maximum variable consideration, and management estimates 75% or $750 will be redeemed.  Management has historical data from similar coupon programs and therefore does not consider the revenue will be subject to significant reversal.  As a result, 75% of the variable consideration will be recognized in the transaction price as control of the product is transferred to the customer. �Scenario 2, is a bit more complex as there is no previous experience selling its product to the new grocery store and the new geography.  Due to this uncertainty the company will need to consider the variable consideration constraint.  In this situation, the company should only record variable consideration to the extent it believes that it is probable that a significant reversal of revenue will not occur when the uncertainty is resolved.  In some cases this could be the entire amount of variable consideration and in other cases it may only be a portion of the variable consideration.
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Variable consideration

Example 2:

• Unpriced sales are common in the Commodity industry.

• A commodity dealer has a contract to sell product to a customer for delivery in 
December 2018.  The contract terms specify that the price for the product will be 
set at 20 cents under the December 2018 Futures price for this commodity.  The 
contract further states that the customer has 30 days after the date of delivery to 
fix the price. 

• Assuming all performance obligations have been met and control of the product 
has transferred to the customer, how should the company determine transaction 
price at December 31, 2018 if  the customer has not fixed the product price? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example 2 to deals with an unpriced sale , which are common in the commodity industry.Contracts for the sale of commodities generally have two pricing components.  1) The futures or index price and 2) the basis or differential which represents an adjustment for geographic specific supply and demand.   Contracts for which the customer fixes the basis or differential pricing component, but for which the futures or index price component is not fixed are commonly referred to as unpriced sales.  In this example a commodity dealer has delivered the product to the customer as of December 31, 2018.  All performance obligations have been met and the customer has control of the product.  The futures component of the transaction price has not been fixed.  The transaction price would be determined using the appropriate futures price as of December 31, 2018.  Futures markets are volatile and thus the variable consideration constraint must be considered.  Management will need to conclude whether or not market volatility would result in a significant change in the underlying commodity price for the remaining 30 days the customer has to price the product.  
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Variable consideration

Example 3:

• Sales settled based on destination weights and grades are common in the 
industry.

• A commodity dealer has a contract to sell product to a customer for delivery in 
December 2018.  The contract terms specify the quantity, grade, and provide a 
fixed price.  The contract also specifies that the final settlement will be based on 
weights and grades determined upon customer’s unloading and testing of the 
product.  The Company can estimate weight and grade based on upon internal 
data.  

• Assuming all performance obligations have been met and control of the product 
has transferred to the customer, how should the company determine transaction 
price at December 31, 2018 if  the customer has not unloaded the product? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example 3 to deals with sale based on destination weights and grades, which are common in the commodity industry.In this example a commodity dealer has delivered the product to the customer as of December 31, 2018.  All performance obligations have been met and the customer has control of the product.  The final weight and grade of product has not yet been determined by the customer, therefore the final consideration is not yet know.   As a result the variable consideration constraint must be considered.  Management will need to conclude whether or not variances in estimated weights and grades from actual would result in a significant change in the overall transaction price the product delivered.  Management can use inbound test weights and grades, as well as results from past settlements in establishing their estimates.
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Polling Question #3

Which of the following statements is true related to variable 
consideration under the new standard?

A. The amount of variable consideration included in a contract 
must be estimated at the contract inception, and the estimate 
should be updated at each reporting date.

B. There is no constraint to recognizing variable consideration.

C. Variable consideration should not be updated at each reporting 
date.

D. Variable consideration should not be recognized until 
uncertainty is resolved.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving along to our next polling question – Which of the following statements is true related to variable consideration under the new standard?Correct answer is A. - The amount of variable consideration included in a contract must be estimated at the contract inception, and the estimate should be updated at each reporting date.
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Customer acceptance provisions

• Product specifications are common in the food and commodity industry.  
Therefore customer acceptance provisions must be considered when 
determining the satisfaction of a performance obligation.

• If a company can objectively determine that agreed-upon specifications 
have been met, control has transferred (assuming all other criteria met).

• For example, objective evidence would consist of the following: 
• Independent testing to meet customer specifications
• Quality control and history of lot failures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our next industry topic is customer acceptance provisions.  Product specifications are common in the food and commodity industry.  Therefore customer acceptance provisions must be considered when determining the satisfaction of a performance obligation and further control of product has transferred.  Customer acceptance provisions could be related to finished goods sold to a grocery store or raw commodities sold to a further processor.  In either case, there are generally product specifications that must be met in order for the customer to accept the product.If a Company can objectively determine that agreed upon specifications have been met, control has transferred, and revenue can be recognized (assuming all other criteria have been met).  Examples of objective evidence are independent testing and quality control.  An example of this would be a supplier of green coffee.  Each load of green coffee being shipped to a customer is required to be accepted by the customer subsequent to shipment. If the Company was to complete its own independent testing consistent with customer specifications and has a low history of failures, this would be considered objective evidence that control has been transferred upon delivery (assuming all other criteria are met).
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Polling Question #4

Are you currently in the process of adoption of the new 
revenue recognition standard within your
organization?

a. Yes, and please have a Crowe professional contact me for 
assistance.

b. No, but please have a Crowe professional contact me for future 
assistance.

c. Yes, but please do not contact me for assistance.

d. Not at this time.
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In accordance with applicable professional standards, some firm services may not be available to attest clients.

This material is for informational purposes only and should not be construed as financial or legal advice. Please seek guidance specific to your organization from qualified advisers in your jurisdiction. 
© 2018 Crowe Horwath LLP, an independent member of Crowe Horwath International crowehorwath.com/disclosure

Thank you
Adam Lawrence, CPA
Partner
Audit Services
Crowe Horwath LLP

Office    317.706.2725
Mobile 574.229.9445
adam.lawrence@crowehorwath.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The presentation today focused on applying the new revenue standard and addressing specific industry topics.  I would like to note that as assess the impact of the new standard on your organization that you also focus on other aspects of your business that may be impacted. It will be important to understand the impacts on tax reporting, incentive compensation, and data needed from your IT systems to fully implement the new standard.  If you have any further questions on the new standard and impacts to your organization feel free to reach out to any of our presenters directly.  We thank you for your participation and have a great remainder of your day.

http://www.crowehorwath.com/about/legal/
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